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Raynor garage door opener manual model 170-7

Photo: craftsman.comDetend, homeowners interested in automating their garage doors had three choices: chain, belt or bolt-driven openers. This has changed with the introduction of residential jack shafts and direct drive models. Some of the usual wisdom about the three standard options has changed, too. Standard
garage door openersChain-driven models include a chain similar to a bicycle chain that pushes or pulls a trolley (trolley) that connects to a metal bar called a J-arm that is attached to the garage door. If your garage is located under the bedroom, the noise generated by metal-metal contact and vibration can be a
nuisance. If the garage is separated, it probably does not. Newer circuit drive units with DC motors and soft start and stop technology are significantly quieter than older units. Belt-operated openers shall be similar to chain-driven models by design, with the exception of an reinforced belt which pushes or pulls the trolley.
Belts can be made of fiberglass, polyurethane, or steel reinforced rubber. Belt-operated openers are as reliable as chain-driven openers, but quieter. The negative for belt-driven openers is that they cost about $30 to $60 more than chain-oriented units. With screw-openers, the trolley runs on a threaded steel rod like an
engine that rotates the bar. As this design has fewer moving parts, manufacturers claim that it requires less maintenance than other systems. Screw-operated openers, however, have run into trouble in regions that have major fluctuations in temperature from summer to winter. In addition, they are louder than belt-
operated openers. This means that manufacturers with a bolt-driven opener have recently made improvements in terms of temperature sensitivity and noise. In addition, screw drive openers are among the fastest these days as well, opening the door 10 - 12-in. (For safety reasons, all garage door openers close the door
at a slower pace of 7 seconds.) Photo: raynor.comJackshaft and Direct-Drive Garage Door OpenersJack shaft openers, unlike other systems, mount on the wall next to the garage door. 24-v DC motor-driven pulleys and cables that turn the spinning bar and raise the garage door. When the motor is inverted, the cable
tension is released and the door drops. This system is reliable and quiet. In addition, it maintains the ceiling without overhead storage and is well suited for garages with high or low ceilings. Jackshaft knife is more expensive than most other types of openers. Direct-driven units are said to be the weakest of all garage door
units, as there is only one moving part , the engine. An engine (not a trolley) developed and manufactured in Germany moves along a stationary chain embedded in the overhead rail. J-arm connects the moving motor with the door. Direct-drive units cost about the same as belt operated units and come with a lifetime
Photo: chamberlain.comDC-Powered Garage Door OpenersDC engines are quieter, quieter, smaller, lighter, smoother and more efficient than AC motors. Many have variable speeds that provide soft startup and soft stop technology. They can also be equipped with battery replacement systems. With newer units the
battery is integrated with the knife motor housing. When the power fails, your garage door openers will continue to run for up to two days, depending on how often you open and close the door. Battery backup will also ensure the continued operation of other functions, including garage lighting, safety and safety warnings.
DC motors with brushes do not have the same life span as AC motors, but brushless DC motors do.
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